
 

 

 

Changing the course of the Visegrad region 

The main topic of the workshop sessions at the Visegrad Youth Forum 2018 were compelling issues 

and challenges within the Visegrad Group. The agenda consisted of four key questions, which needed 

to be addressed by the participants from V4 countries: 

The V4 towards the European Union: 

Regarding the topic that resonates most among Visegrad countries, the participants believe that one 

of the biggest issues is financing and that the V4 should try to persuade the EU to devote enough 

development funds for the new EU multiannual financial framework for the years 2021-2027. Another 

problem is the freedom of press and the role of independent media in V4 countries, as in Hungary and 

Poland there are so-called "government-owned" media outlets, which often leads to clashes between 

the interests of the government and our "common good".  

 

Disinformation and propaganda are more prevalent, not only in Slovakia, Poland, Hungary and the 

Czech Republic, but also in the entire European Union, often with the aim to weaken the Union, which 

is why young experts believe that V4 states should improve media literacy and critical thinking in their 

respective countries, with emphasis being put on the value of information and how it can influence 

society, and also pay more attention to education. The participants believe that the EU should present 

what is behind the European Union in a better way, as well as the EU’s agenda and institutions. This 

way, eurosceptics could be persuaded to see the benefits of the Union.  

 

Perhaps the most important question regarding V4 and EU is the future model of integration of each 

respective country and whether it should be deeper or not. Slovakia sees further integration as a 

requisite for better development. The Czech Republic believes that with deeper integration, the EU 

could be more competitive with the USA and China. Poland insists that integration should be based 

on common values. Hungary, on the other hand, says that integration should stay as it currently is. 

However, with deeper cooperation within the EU, the Visegrad Group could promote the exchange of 

students within the region and thus raise more money for Erasmus+ projects.  



 

 

 

The V4 towards NATO: 

As for the V4-NATO relationship, the participants believe that there are no pressing issues within the 

Alliance and the Visegrad Group. The Slovak, Polish, Hungarian and Czech membership in NATO is 

not in question, however, the only pressing issue is the relationship with Russia, because its definition 

with Russia varies. Slovakia believes a platform for deeper discussion regarding Russia-NATO relations 

should be created. The Czech Republic thinks that the Alliance should strengthen its presence in NATO 

member states, while Slovakia and Poland add that this should involve NATO’s eastern flank and the 

Baltic states bordering Russia. Hungary sees this as an opportunity for the Alliance to be more involved 

in the Ukrainian crisis.  

 

An interesting proposal is the exchange and sharing of cyber information within the V4, with the Baltic 

states as an example. The Czech Republic, Hungary and Slovakia are supporting this initiative, while 

Poland believes this to be a good idea, but is afraid of leaking said information to Russia. Military 

expenditure is a topic, which also resonates within the V4 and NATO. Among V4 member states, only 

Poland matches the commitment to spend 2% from their GDP on defence. Slovakia, the Czech 

Republic and Hungary pledged to fulfil the criteria by 2024. Proposals about raising expenditure to 3-

4% were also discussed, yet V4 states agree that the 2% threshold is already enough. Last but not 

least, participants believe that when talking about NATO, increased initiatives regarding strategic 

communication (with the current StratCom initiative kept in mind) would be welcomed, which would 

lead to better presentation of the Alliance within the V4. 

The stance of the V4 on migration policy: 

The V4 isn’t fully in line with the current EU migration policy, preferring preventive solutions rather than 

proposals such as mandatory quotas. The Visegrad Group also isn’t united regarding migration policy. 

Slovakia, Poland and the Czech Republic are considering accepting refugees by their religion, Hungary, 

however, has very strict opinions on this matter. The Czech Republic proposed that the V4 should 

show more solidarity to other countries, accepting circa 500 refugees and creating a platform for 

integration, which would make integration within society easier for migrants. Slovakia opposed this, 



 

 

 

 saying that solidarity should be shown, but not through financial support. Slovakia believes that the 

legislative process must be improved and a common system for identification and relocation created. 

Poland believes that the V4 could benefit from the experience of western countries and use it to their 

benefit when dealing with migrants. Hungary, though, still states that its southern borders should be 

strengthened, but accepts that if EU migration policy was improved, Hungary would support it.  

The V4's fight against far-right extremism and populism:  

The V4 agrees that overall euro-scepticism overall and low participation on European Parliament are 

prevalent due to the ’’scapegoat Brussels syndrome’’, and populism being used by political entities for 

their own political gains. Poland’s issue is that far-right extremism is connected more to populism than 

to nationalism, as nationalistic rhetoric is used in a populistic way. In Hungary, the far-right party Jobbik 

is currently collapsing. However, the government is using populism and propaganda, mainly in 

reference to migration. Slovakia is also affected by extremism, with the far-right Kotleba – ĽSNS party 

being in the country’s parliament. The Czech ODS party represents populist and extremist tendencies 

in this part of the V4.  

 

The participants believe that the migration crisis was the impetus of the rise of populism and extremism.  

This could be fought via education, creating classes in school that would battle the spreading of 

hoaxes. The participants say that the V4 should create a common policy that would tackle extremism 

and populism as a whole.  

 

The workshops concluded with the participants highlighting the idea that for V4 states, as countries 

with limited economic potential, it is crucial to be a member state not only of organization such as 

NATO and the EU, but mainly of the Visegrad Group. As a new platform for deeper cooperation, 

participants proposed and even agreed on a new format of cooperation between the V4 and other 

countries. They have proposed the V4 + Baltic states Forum (which would tackle cyber-security issues), 

the V4 + Austria Forum (beneficial for the economic sector), the V4 + Balkans Forum, and others. 

 

 


